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We~have designed and implemented a single-chin microcomputer (which we call SCHEME-79) which

dircelly interpret a typed pointer variant of SCHEME, a dialect uf the language LISP. To Nippon tms >iuci-

nreter the chip implements an automatic storage allocation system for heap-allocated data and an interrupt

facility for user interrupt routines implemented in SCHEME. We describe how <he machine architecture is

tailored to support the language, and the design methodology by which the hardware was synthesized
;
Ve

develop an interpreter for SCHEME written in LISP which may be viewed as a microcode spechcation. 1
Ins ts

convened bv successive compilation passes into actual hardware structures on the chip. We develop a language

embedded in LISP for describing layout artwork so we can procedurally define generators tor .generalized

mam components. The eencraturs accept parameters to produce the specialized instances used m a particular

desion We discuss the performance of the current design and directions for improvement, both in the circuit

Performance and in the algorithms implemented by the chip.' A complete, annotated listing of the microcode

embodied by the chip is included.
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The Major Blocks of the SCHEME- 7 9 Chip
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We have designed and implcmcnled a single-chip microcomputer (which we call SCHEME-79) which

directly interprets a typed-pointcr variant of SCHEME [Revised Report], a dialect of the language [ISP [LISP

1.5]. To support this interpreter the chip implements an automatic storage allocation system for heap-allocated

data and an interrupt facility for user interrupt routines implemented in SCHEME. In this paper wc describe

why SCHEME is particularly well suited to direct implementation of a LTSP-like language in hardware,

how the machine architecture is tailored to support the language, and the design methodology by which the

hardware was synthesized. We develop an interpreter for SCHEME written in LISP which may be viewed as a

microcrode specification. Wc describe how this specification is converted by successive compilation passes into

actual hardware structures on the chip. To help us do this wc developed a language embedded in I..TSP for

describing layout artwork. This language allows us to procedurally define generators for architectural elements.

The architectural elements are -generalised macro components. The generators accept parameters to produce

die specialized instances used in a particular design. In conclusion, wc discuss the performance of the current

design and directions for improvement, both in the circuit performance and in the algorithms implemented by

the chip.

Why LISP?

LISP is a natural choice for implementation of a "higher level language" on a single chip (or in any

hardware, for that matter — cf. [LISP Machine] [PEATS]). IdSP is a very simple language in which only a

few primitive operates and data types arc sufficient for building a powerful system. In LISP there is a uniform

representation of programs as data. We have extended this idea to machine language by representing machine

instructions with typed list structure. Thus the same primitive operators which are used by a user's program to

manipulate his data arc used by the system to effect control.

EISP programs manipulate primitive data such as numbers, symbols, and character strings. What makes

LISP unique is that LISP provides a construction material, called list structure, for gluing pieces of data

together to make compound data objects. Thus a modest set of primitives gives us the ability to manufacture

complex data abstractions. For example, a programmer can make his own record structures out of list structure

without the language designer explicitly putting in special features for him. The same economy applies to

procedural abstractions because of the convenient extensibility of the primitives.

In addition, LISP supports an integrated operating system, in one language, complete with dynamic link-

ing of procedures. The uniform representation of programs as data supports the construction of interactive

editors and debugging systems. These features are particularly welcome in a simple single-chip implementation.

The particular dialect of LISP wc have chosen is SCHEME because of further economies it offers in the

implementation of our machine. It is tail recursive and lexically scoped. Tail recursion is a call-savc-return

discipline in which a called procedure is not expected to return to its immediate caller unless the immediate

caller wants to do something after the called procedure finishes (rather than just returning to its own caller). The

use of tail recursion allows us to conveniently define all common control abstractions in terms ofjust two primi-

tive notions, procedure call and conditional [Imperative], without significant loss of efficiency [Debunking]. In

order for this to work, however, we must adopt lexical scoping of free variables. Fortunately, thisls' simpler to



f\ implement on the chip than shallow dynamic binding schemes used in traditional I.ISPs, and it is more efficient

than the alternative of deep dynamic binding [Shallow]. In some cases, for example when rapidly changing

environments as in multiprocessing applications, lexical binding is more efficient than any kind of dynamic

binding strategy.

How the machine stusspoiis SCHEME

All compound data in the system is built from list nodes which consist of two pointers (called the CAR and

die CDR for historical reasons.) A pointer is a 32 bit object with 3 fields: a 24 bit data field, a 7 bit type field, and

one bit used only by the storage allocator. The type identifies the object referred to by the data field. Sometimes

die datum rtfercd to is an immediate quantity, and otherwise the datum points to another list node.

[LISP Machine] [LCL]
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Figure 1. Format of a list node

LISP is an expression-oriented language. A LISP program is represented as list structure which notates the

parse tree of a more conventional language. LISP expressions arc executed by a process called evaluation. The

evaluator performs a recursive tree walk on the expression, executing side effects and developing a value. At

each node of the expression the evaluator dispatches on the syntactic type of that node to determine what to do.

It may decide that the node is an immediate datum which is to be returned as a value, a conditional expression

which requires the evaluation of one of two alternative subtrees based on the value of a predicate expression, or

an application of a procedure to a set of arguments. The evaluator recursively evaluates the arguments and then

passes them to the indicated procedure.

LISP expressions arc converted into machine programs for execution by die SCUBME-79 chip. The

machine programs are also represented as list structure made of typed pointers. The syntactic type of the

expression (which is used by the evaluator) is encoded in the type field of the pointer to the translated expres-

sion. The transformation from LISP to machine language preserves the expression structure of the original

LISP program. The type fields arc also used to annotate the structure of the expression to tell the evaluator

what is coming up. The type fields in our machine arc analogous to the op-codes of a traditional instruction

set. (Indeed, the IBM 650 [650 DPS] had an instruction set in which each instruction pointed at the next one.

However, it was used to implement a traditional linear programming style, not to implement runnable parse

trees.) In the SCHFML-79 architecture, the recursive tree walk of the evaluator over expressions takes the place



(#*% of the linear sequencing of instructions in traditional computers. We call the machine language for our chip S-

cotle.

The S-code representation differs from the original Lisp expression in several ways. It distinguishes be-

tween two kinds of variables in the original Lisp expression. Global variable references translate into a special

kind of pointer which points at the global value of the symbol. A local variable reference is transformed into

an instruction containing a lexical address of its value in the environment structure. Constants are transformed

into instructions which move the appropriate constant into the accumulated value. Certain primitive procedures

(for example, CAR, CDR, CONS, EQ, etc.) are recognized and are realized directly as machine op-codes.

Procedure calls arc converted from prefix to postfix notation. Conditionals and control sequences (PROGN) are

performed somewhat differently than they are in die source language. For example, die following simple LISP

program for appending two lists:

(defun append (list! Iist2)
(cond ((eq listl '()) 1 i st2)

(t (cons (car listl)

(append (cdr listl) 1ist2)))))

is translated into the S-code shown in Figure 2 below. (The details of the S-codc language are not explained

here; this example is only to give an idea of what the S-code is like. The appendix gives a complete listing of the

microcode interpreter for the S-code language, if you want to know the details. A user of die SCTIHME-79 chip

should never see the S-code.)
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Figure 2. The S-codc for Append

At each step the hardware evaluator dispatches on tlic state of the expression under consideration. The

state of the evaluator is kept in a set of registers on tlic chip. There is a register for the current expression,

EXP. When the value of an expression is determined it is put into the VAL register. When the arguments for

a procedure call are being evaluated at each step the result in VAL is added to the list of already evaluated

arguments kept in ARCS. When the arguments are all evaluated, the procedure is invoked. This requires that

the formal parameters of the procedure be bound to the actual parameters computed. This binding occurs by

the DISPLAY register getting the contents of the ARCS register prefixed to the environment pointer of the

closed procedure being applied. When evaluating the arguments to a procedure, the evaluator may have to

rccurse to obtain the value of a sub-expression. The state of the evaluator will have to be restored when the sub-

expression returns with a value. This requires that the state be saved before recursion. The evaluator maintains

a pointer to the stack of pending returns and associated state in the register called STACK.

In our machine, even the stack is represented using list structure allocated from aheap memory. Neither

the user nor the system interpreter is interested in how the memory is allocated. But we only have a finite



^**\ amount of memory and normal computation leads to the creation of garbage. For example, entries built on

the stack during the evaluation of subexpressions are usually useless after the subexpression has been evaluated.

Thus the storage allocator must have a means of reclaiming memory which has been allocated but which can

no longer affect the future of the computation so that this memory can be reused. The problem is to determine

which parts of memory arc garbage. There are several common strategies for this [Art]. One involves reference

counts. Another, garbage collection (which we use), is based on the observation that if the computation

involves only list operations then the future of the computation can only be influenced by objects which can

be referenced by list operations starling with the contents of die interpreter's registers. That is, a cell is only

in use if it is part of some accessible memory structure; however, if a ceil is part of an accessible structure, it

must be glued, in by having a pointer to it from some other piece of accessible structure. This structure must

be well founded. The only structures we know a priori to be in use are the machine registers. The strategy

of garbage collection we use is thus the mark-sweep plan. We recursively trace the structure pointed at by the

machine registers, marking each cell reached as we go. We eventually mark the transitive closure of the list

access operations starting with the machine registers; therefore a cell is marked if and only if it is accessible. We
then scan all of memory. Any location that was not marked is swept up as garbage and made reusable.

Usually recursive traversal of a structure requires an auxiliary stack. This is unfortunate for our machine

since we need list structure to build stack and we arc presumably garbage collecting because we ran out of

memory. Deutsch, Schorr, and Waite [DSW] developed a clever method of tracing structure without auxiliary

memory. We use their scheme.

In our sweep phase we use a two finger compaction algorithm [MDE] which relocates all useful structure

to the bottom of memory. The allocation process simply increments the free storage pointer. This allows us

g>*\
t

to sweep only as much memory as has been allocated before the garbage collection. In addition, we allow the

user program to set the value of the MRMTOP register, which a compared with the free- storage pointer when
allocation is done. When the free storage pointer gets to MEMTOP, the user receives an interrupt (see below).

He then has the option of moving the MEMTOP If he has more memory available, or of taking a garbage

collection by invoking the garbage-collector as a primitive procedure. This gives the user a convenient control

on how distributed he will let his working set become. In tire case of a paged memory, this allows the user to

trade off garbage collector time against paging time.

Our chip also supports an interrupt system. The interrupt handlers arc written in SCHEME. Thus the

user can, for example, simulate parallel processing or handle asynchronous I/O. The problem here is that the

state of the interrupted process must be saved during the execution of the interrupt routine so that it can be

restored when the interrupt is dismissed. This is accomplished by building a data structure which contains the

state of the relevant registers and passing it to the interrupt routine as a continuation argument [Continuations].

The interrupt routine can then do its job and resume the interrupted process, if it wishes, by invoking the

continuation as a procedure. The interrupt mechanism is also used (as described above) to interface the garbage

collector to the interpreter.

The SCIIEME-79 Architecture

The SCHEME-79 chip implements a standard von Neumann architecture in which there is a processor

attached to a memory system. The processor is divided into two parts: the data paths, and a controller. The
f*\



fs data paths consist of a set of special -purpose registers, with built-in operators, whicli arc interconnected with a

single 32 bit bus. The controller is a finite state machine which sequences through microcode implementing the

interpreter and garbage collector. At each step it performs an operation on some of the registers (for example,

transferring the address of an allocated cell in NHWCELL into the STACK register) and selects a next state

based on its current state and conditions developed within the data paths. Wc will see that this decomposition

facilitates the automatic generation of tire hardware from a program written in a high-level language that

describes the algorithms.

There arc 10 registers, which have specialized characteristics. To save space these registers are shared by

the interpreter and the garbage collector. This is possible because the interpreter cannot ran while a garbage

collection is taking place (but sec [Concurrent! [Real Time]). Figure 3 (below) shows (schematically) the

geometric layout of the register array. The registers and operators are all sitting on the same bus (the bus lines

run vertically in the diagram). The arrows in the diagram depict control actions that the controller may take on

the register array or branch conditions that the register array develops which may be tested by the controller.

The TO controls are used to load the specified register fields from the bus; the FROM controls are used to read

the specified register onto the bus.

f~*\
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Figure 3, The Register Array

The division of storage words into mark, type, and data fields is reflected in physical structure of most

of the registers. In the EXP register., the data field is further decomposed into a FRAME field and a

DISPLACEMENT field; thus in some microcyck the microcode can enable TOD1SPLACEMENT-EXP and

FROM-RETPC-CO'UNT-MARK, which will transfer the bits from the DISPLACEMENT part of the data

field of the RETPC-COUNT-MARK register to the DISPLACEMENT part of the data field of the EXP

register. The data part of the EXP register can be decremented and placed on the bus (that is, a number one

less than the data part of EXP can be read onto the bus; the data part of EXP is not itself modified). The

DISPLACEMENT and FRAME subfields of the bus can be separately tested for zero; this feature is used to

implement the lookup of variables as specified by their lexical address. Since the data field of the EXP register

can be decremented as a whole, it can be used as the scan down pointer in the sweep phase of the garbage

collector. The register NEWCELL, which contains the free storage pointer during interpretation, can be read

onto the bus cither directly, or its incremented value can be read onto the bus. The same register is used to

scan up in memory during the sweep phase of garbage collection. The NEWCELL register also contains logic

that continually tests whether its data field (which here represents the address of the next free cell in memory) is

equal to tire data field on the bus. This comparison is used for checking during allocation to see if die available



^%. memory limit has been exceeded. The register NIL, on the other kind, has only one capability: it can be read

onto the bus and its value is always zero in all bits.

On each cycle the registers can be controlled so that one of them is gated onto the bus, and selected fields

of the bus gated into another register. The bus is extended off the chip through a set of pads. The external

world is conceptualized as a set of registers with special capabilities. The external ADDRESS register is used

for accessing memory and can be set from the bus. The pscudo -register MEMORY can be read onto the bus or

written from the bus. The actual access is performed to the listed! addressed by the ADDRESS register. The.

CDR bit controls which half of the cell is being accessed. One more external register, INTERRUPT, which can

be read onto the bus, contains the address of a global symbol whose value (its CAR) is an appropriate interrupt

handler.

The finite -state controller for die SCHEME-79 chip is a synchronous system composed of a state register

and a large piece of combinational logic, the control map (see Figure 4, below.). The control map is used to

develop, from the current state stored in the state register, the control signals for the register array and pads,

the new state, and controls for selection of the sources for the next sequential stale. One bit of the next state is

computed using the current value of the selected branch condition (if any). The rest of the next sequential state

is chosen from either the new state generated by the control map, or from the type field of die register array bus

(dispatching on the type).

/""\

cottlW iVfl ntjs

Figure 4. The Finite-state Controller

/****\

Including both the interpreter and garbage collector on the chip makes a compact realization of die map
from suite to new state and control function difficult. U we tried to implement this in die straightforward

manner using a programmed logic array (PLA) for the map, this structure would physically dominate the design



jm^ and make the implementation infeasible. The map logic was made feasible by several decompositions. Only

a few of the total possible number of combinations of register controls arc actually used. For example, only

one register can be gated onto the bus at one time. We can use this interdependence to compress our register

control. Instead of developing all of the register cont rols out of one piece of logic (which would have to be very

wide), we instead develop an encoding within (he main map of the operation to be performed and the registers

involved. This encoding is then expanded by an auxiliary map (also constructed as a PI.A) to produce the actual

control signals. (See Figure 5 below.) This was inspired by the similar decomposition using both vertical and

horizontal microcode in the M68000 [M68000] (cf. [QM-I], [Nanoprogramming]).

f\

Figure 5. Two stage map

Unfortunately, this is not adequate to fix die problem. When examining die microcode, we found many
microcode instructions that were nearly identical, differing only in the particular registers being manipulated.

To take advantage of this regularity we extended the previous decomposition so that the encoded operation is

specified independently of the registers taking part in that operation. Thus, the Micro control map develops

a full-blown vertical microcode, consisting of an operation specification (the Nano opcode) and separate

specifications of registers to be used as source (from) and destination (to) operands. The Nano opcode deter-

mines which of the operands arc enabled for decoding (that is, whether one, both, or neither of the operands

is to be used.) The vertical microcode is then expanded by the Nano control map into a horizontal microcode

which is the actual register, selector, and pad controls.

(<>



f\ Further savings were realized by noticing thai, there were many identical sequences of microinstructions

(except for renaming of registers) which contained no conditional branches, For example, to take the CAR
of a specified source register and put it in a specified destination register takes two cycles - one to put the

source out on the pads and tell the memory to latch the address, and another to read the data from memory
into the destination register. Since sequences like CAR arc common, the microcode could be compressed if

we allowed a limited form of microcode subroutine. We did this rather painlessly by extending the horizontal

(Nano) microcode map to be a full state machine (See Figure 6 below.). These common subsequences are then

represented as single cycles of the Micro engine which stimulate several cycles of the Nano engine. To make
this work, the vertical (Micro) sequencer must be frozen while the Nano-sequencer is running. This mechanism

was needed in any case to make it possible for the chip to wait for memory response.
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Figure 6. SCI 1EME-79 Control

Hvcn further savings were realized by clever subroutinization of common subsequences in the source

microcode. Some of the common subsequences could not be captured by the Nano engine because they

involved conditional branch operations, which the Nano engine was incapable of performing. These sub-'

10
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sequences could be subroutinized in the source code by the conventional use of a free register to hold the return

microcode address (Micro state) in its type field. Many microcode instructions were saved by this analysis.

Synthesizing the SCHEME-79 chip

The major problem introduced by VLSI is one of coping with complexity. Logic densities of over 1 million

gates per chip are predicted from extrapolating fabrication techniques that are appearing in laboratories. In the

design of the SCHEME-79 chip we take advantage of the techniques and perspectives we have inherited from

confronting the complexity problem in the software domain. We feel that the activity of hardware design will

increasingly become analogous to the programming of a large software system.

Current practice in chip design uses the idea of a cell, a particular combination of primitive structures

which can be repeated or combined with other cells to make more complex structure. The advantage of this

approach is that one only has to define a ceil which performs a common function once. More importantly,

the cell encapsulates much detail so that the problem of design is simplified by suppressing that detail. As in

programming we extend this notion (following Johannscn [Bristle Blocks]) by parameterizing our cells to form

compound abstractions winch represent whole classes of cells which can vary both in structure and function.

We call these abstract parameterized cells architectural elements. For example, a simple nMOS depletion load

pullup comes in a variety of sizes. The particular length-to- width ratio of such a transistor is a simple numerical

parameter. A trivial architectural clement is just such a parameterized pullup. It encapsulates the particular

rules for constructing the pullup including the placement of the contact from the poly to the diffusion layer and

the placement of die ion-impiant. A more interesting architectural clement is an n-way selector parameterized

by the number of inputs. In this case higher level detail is suppressed, such as the means of driving the input

lines and the particular logic by which the selector is implemented. Small selectors may be more effectively

implemented with one kind of logic and large selectors may be more effectively implemented with another.

But these are still only simple parameters. We have developed much more powerful architectural elements.

For example, a finite-state machine controller can be implemented as a PEA and state register. Wc have

constructed a PLA generator which is parameterized by the logical contents and physical structure. This gen-

erator is used with a compiler which takes a program to be embodied in the state machine to produce the

state machine controller, an architectural element parameterized by a program written in a high-level language.

Although we have not completely parameterized it, we can think of our register array generator as an architec-

tural element. In fact, wc believe that an entire high-level language interpreter module can be successfully

defined as an architectural clement parameterized by the interpreter program augmented with declarations

which describe how the interpreter data is represented in registers.

To achieve this goal, wc need a high level language adequate for describing the algorithm to be embodied

in the hardware. Wc chose T JSP as a convenient base language for embedding the description of the SCHEME
interpreter. By adding primitive operations that operate on the machine structures wc arrive at a form of LISP

(micro-LISP) which is suitable for expressing our microcode. Although micro-LISP has the structure of LISP,

all of its basic operations are ultimately for side effect rather than for value. They represent actions that can

be performed on the registers on the chip. I fowevcr, by using the form of LISP we can take advantage of the

features of a high level language such as conditionals, compound expressions, and user macro definitions. For

example, the following fragment of die on-chip storage allocator is written in micro-LISP:

11
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j*"^ (clefpc mark-nodo

(assign "leader* (&car (fetch *node-pointer*)))

(cond ((and (^pointer? (fetch "leader*))

(not (&iiv-uso? (fetch *leader*))))

(&mark-car-being -tracedl (fetch *node-pointer*))

(&rplaca-and -mark I (fetch node-pointer*) (fetch *stack-top*))

(go-to downrtraoe))

(t

(fenark -in-use I (fetch *node-pointer*))

(go-to trace-cdr))))

(defpc down-trace

(assign *stack-top* (fetch *node-point,er*))

(assign *node-po'inter* (fetch 'leader*))

(go-to mark-node))

This example shows two subsequences of the microcode, which are labeled mark-node and down-

trace. Down-trace is .a simple sequence that transfers the contents of the machine registers *node-
pointer* and "leader* into *st.ack-top* and *node-pointer*. Although the storage allocator was

written as if it uses a set of registers distinct from those of the evaluator, there are micro-LISP declarations

that make dicse names equivalent to the registers used by the evaluator. The mark-node sequence illustrates

the use of a compound expression that refers to the result of performing the CAR operation on the contents of

the ^'node-pointer* register. The CAR operation is itself a sequence of machine steps that access memory.

(This is an example of a nano-operalion which perforins a step to output the address to be accessed, followed

by a step that reads the data from the external memory into the *leader* register.)The compound boolean

expression that tests the contents of die * leader* register for being a pointer to an unused cell is compiled

into a series of microcode branches that transfer to separate chains of microinstructions corresponding to the

consequent and alternative clauses.

One benefit of embedding the microcode language in 1 JSP is that by providing definitions for the primi-

tive machine operators that simulate the machine actions on the registers, we can simulate the operation of the

machine by running our microcode as a LISP program.

More importantly, micro-I JSP is also an easy language to compile. Micm-LISP is compiled into artwork

by a cascade of three compilation steps. The first phase transforms Micro-LISP into a relatively conventional

machine language. It removes all embedded structure such as the composition of primitive operators. This in-

volves the allocation of registers to hold the necessary intermediate results. The compiler tries to optimize these

computations by storing intermediate results in the ultimate target of a computation, because that cannot be

needed later. Conditionals are linearized and the compound boolean expressions arc transformed into simple

branches. The machine language is specialized to the actual target machine architecture by the code generators

which transform the conceptually primitive operators of Micro-USP into single major cycle machine opera-

tions, which can be encoded as single transitions of MICRO (the vertical microcode state machine). This phase

docs not know how these operations will be executed by NANO (the horizontal microcode state machine).

For example, the fragment of Micro-LISP from the storage-allocator shown above is translated into the

following microcode instruction sequences:
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f^ MARK-NODE-1
((FROM *DISPLAY*) (TO PADS) ALE)
((FROM PADS) (TO "INTERMEDIATE-ARGUMENT*) 'READ)

((FROM '"INTERMEDIATE-ARGUMENT*) (TO PADS) WRITE MERGE-MARK-1
(GO-TO TRACE-CDR))

MARK-NODE-2
((FROM ^DISPLAY*) (TO PADS) ALE)
((FROM PADS) (TO *INTERMEDIATE~ARGUMCNT* ) READ CDR)
((FROM *INTERMEDIATE-ARGUMEMT*) (TO PADS) WRITE MERGE-MARK-1 CDR)
((FROM 'DISPLAY*) (TO PADS) ALE)
((FROM *VAL*) (TO PADS) WRITE MERGE-MARK-1 (GO-TO DOWN-TRACE))

MARK-NODE-3
((FROM *ARGS*) (TO PADS) ALE)
((FROM PADS) READ (BRANCH MARK-BIT-BUS MARK-NODE-1 MARK-MODE-2))

MARK -NODE
((FROM *DISPLAY*) (TO *ARGS*) DO-CAR)
((FROM *ARGS*) (BRANCH TYPE=POIMTER-BUS MARK-NODE-3 MARK-NODE-1))

DOWN-TRACE
((FROM "DISPLAY*) (TO *VAL*))
((FROM *ARGS*) (TO "DISPLAY*) (GO-TO MARK-MODE))

Each micro-instruction specifics a source register ( f rom . . . ), destination register (to . . . ), a set of

operations and controls, and possible branch conditions. For example, the alternative of the conditional in

mark-node,

f~\ (t

(&mark-in-usel (fetch "nodo-pointer*})
(go-to trace-cdr))))

translates into micro-sequence labeled mark -node- 1. Notice that the registers named in the Micro-TJSP code

have been translated into their equivalent cvaluator register names (* no de-pointer* > *di splay*).

The &mark-in-use! operation performs a memory cycle that merges a mark bit into the contents of the

CAR of the node addressed by the register. The first micro-instruction puts the register contents onto the chip's

data bus and emits the ALR control (to set the ADDRESS pseudo-register). The following step reads CAR of

the ADDRESSed node into a temporary register. Finally, the temporary is re-written into memory with the

merge-mark-1 control which modifies die bus contents (by forcing the mark bit to be 1) on the way to the

pads, and die sequence continues at trace-cd r.

The second phase of the compilation process converts the microcode into specifications for the PLA's that

control the Micro and Nano sequencers. For each sequencer, a micro-word (which will be the contents of one

row of the OR-planc of the PLA) must be constructed for each microinstruction of the microprogram. Then

each microword must have a state number (i.e. program address) assigned to it. These state numbers arc

used to control sequencing from one microinstruction to another. The assignment of state numbers is affected

by certain constraints (described below). Once state numbers arc assigned, then references to tags (which arc

symbolic names of states) must be replaced by the equivalent state numbers. The assembled microwords will

become the programming for the PLA OR-planc, and the AND-planc will decode the input state number to

enable the appropriate microword (in the case of the Nano PLA, more than one micro-word may be enabled,

and all enabled micro-words arc ORcd together).
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-•». The contents of the Nano PLA arc constructed first. Now the Nano PI.A actually performs three separate

decoding functions; it decodes the from, to, and operation fields of the microinsMictions in the Micro PLA.

Each of these three decoding functions is compiled separately. First, all the symbols which' appear in from
specifications in the symbolic microcode are gathered together (in the above sample microcode, these symbols

include *d isplay*, pads, *intennod iate-argumont*, *val*, and *args*). Each of these symbols

is assigned a number; these numbers will be used to encode the from field in rnicrowords in the Micro PLA.

Microwords arc then assembled for the Nano PLA which will decode the from field number and raise the

appropriate register from-controi line. For example, suppose that *args* is assigned the number 6 for die

from field. Then there will be a Nano microword which is enabled iff the from field is 6, and which has all its

bits zero except for the "from-args" bit.

The same gathering and number assignment is then performed for all to-field specifications in the sym-

bolic microcode. In general, the set of symbols appearing in to specifications is not the same as for from
specifications. (For example, there is a "from-NIL" signal, but no "to-NII." signal; it is meaningless to have

" ( to nil)". Conversely, there are signals "to-stack-type" and "to-stack-address", so that each can be written

separately, but there is only one signal
J

'from-stack".) It follows that the assignment of numbers is unrelated.

For example, (from args) might be assigned the number 6, but (to args) might be assigned the number

1 5. The two signals arc distinct and are encoded in different fields of Micro microwords.

Next a similar operation is performed for all distinct combinations of operators appearing in symbolic

microinstructions. In the example, such combinations include "al e", "c'o-ea r", and " read cd r". Each such

combination is assigned a number to be used in the operation field of Micro microwords. If the combination

takes more than one Nano microword to express, then several numbers arc assigned, one for each Nano-word;

die Micro-word will then contain the number of the first Nano-word of the sequence, and each Nano-word

except tire last will specify the number of the next Nano-word m the sequence, and also assert the nano- run

bit to indicate that the sequence is not. complete (asserting the nano -run bit inhibits the stepping of the Micro

sequencer to the next Micro-word).

Nano-instructions (whether single ones or sequences) can be viewed as macros or subroutines invoked

by Micro-instructions. The operation field of the Micro-instruction selects the Nono-instruction; the Nano-

instruction can then selectively enable decoding of the from and to fields. For a single-word Nano-routine,

both arc automatically enabled. Multiple-word Nano-routincs are predefined, and specify when to enable the

decodings. For example:

(defnano (do-car)
((from*) (ale))
((to*) (read)))

(defnano (do-cdr)
((from*) (ale))
((to*) (read cdr)))

(defnano (do-restore)

(() (f rom-stack ale))
((to*) (read))

(() (read cdr to-address-stack to-type-stack)))

The definition of do- car says that it expands into two Nano-words. The first enables from decoding

and asserts ale; the second asserts read and enables to decoding. (The symbols from* and to* may be

considered to be pronouns, meaning "whatever from or to was specified in the Micro-word".) This definition

f~\
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f\ is assembled into two Na no-words as follows: (This fragment of printed output from the compiler is included to

show its flavor, the details are irrelevant.)

(NANO-RUN ALE (NAMO-OR-STATE 100))
((000400 177400) (00 00 200) 20000000000020100)

i Enable FROM, ALE, next-stats 100

/*"%

/">

(READ)

((001000 177400) (00 00 100) 00100000000000000)
;Enab1e TO, READ

The first one is assigned state number 200, and the second one number 100. The first one contains "the

number of the second one, and also asserts nano- run. Any Micro-word which specifies the do- car operation

will have state number 200 assembled into its operation field.

Once the Nano PLA contents have been assembled, then the Micro PLA contents are assembled. As for

the Nano PLA, each Micro-word must be asigned a state number. There are several constraints that affect

the assignment of state numbers for the Micro PLA. One complication is introduced by the technique used to

implement conditional Micro-code branches. When a branch occurs, the condition being tested is developed

as a boolean bit value which is then merged into the low bit of the next state value. This means that the two

targets of the branch must be allocated in an even/odd pair of states. If a given Micro-word is the target of

more than one branch, then several copies of it may have to be made (for example, one in an odd location and

another in an even location). Another complication is that the assignment of states has to be compatible with

the assignment of type numbers (the S-code operations) used by the dispatch mechanism of the Micro state

machine.

For example, consider a fragment of microcode as produced by die compiler from Micro-LISP, and its

corresponding PLA specification:

MARK-MODE
((FROM *DISPLAY*) (TO *ARGS*) DO-CAR)
((FROM *ARGS*) (BRANCH TYPE=POINTER-BUS MARK-NODE-3 MARK-NODE-1))

Once the assignments for nano-ops have been chosen (durring assembly of die Nano PLA), die contents of

the Micro PLA arc assembled from the original microcode as follows:

MARK-NODE ((FROM ^DISPLAY*) (TO *ARGS*) DO-CAR))—— (554 1503401250 (250 200 007 15))
; GO-TO 250, DO-CAR, FROM 7, TO 15

MARK-NODE+1 ((FROM *ARGS*)
(BRANCH TYPE=POINTER-BUS MARK-NOOE-3 MARK-MODE-1) ))

> (052 0003343044 (044 307 006 00)) ;GO-TO 44, BRANCH, FROM 6

The first Micro-word specifics do-car, and so has 200 in its operation field. It also specifies (to
* a rg s * ) , and so has 15 in its to field. The second micro-word has been assigned Micro-state number 250, and

so the first Micro-word contains 250 in its next-state field. The second Micro-word contains a branch, and so

die two branch targets must be allocated in an even/odd pair. Hence a copy of die Micro-word labelled ma rk-

node-3 has been assigned Micro-state number 44, and a copy of the Micro-word labelled mark -node- 1 has

been assigned number 45.

The third major phase of the compilation is performed by the PLA architectural clement generator. One
parameter is the PLA specifications output by the previous phases. Other parameters control special details of

the clocking, the order of bits in fields in the inputs and output wiring, the ground mesh spacing, and the option
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f\ of folding the PLA for adjustment of the aspect ratio. These parameters provide flexibility in accommodating

the PLA layout to the other structures on the chip.

The Layout Language

In our system, an architectural element generator is a procedure, written in LISP augmented by a set

of primitive database and layout operators. This augmented LISP is the Layout Language. An architectural

element generator builds an annotated representation of the particular artwork that implements an instance of

the element described by the parameters.

The Layout Language primitives create representations of elementary geometric entities such as points and

boxes on a particular mask layer. For example:

(PT 3 4) is the point at location (3,4)
(TIIE-X (Pi 3 4)) is 3

(BOX 'POLY 3 4 5 6) is a box on the poly layer from (3,4) to (5,6)

Sequences of connected boxes on a single layer can be conveniently constructed by specifying a width, an

initial point and a sequence of directions for proceeding along the desired path. The paths must be rectilinear;

they are specified as a sequence of movements in cither coordinate direction (X or Y). Each movement can be

either incremental or to an absolute position.

(BOXES (POLY 3) (PT 3 4) (+X 20) (Y 35) (X 70))
specifies a path in 3 wide poly from (3,4) to (23,4)

/% to (23,35) to (70,35).

The layout language also provides, as primitive, certain common structures which are used in dMOS
layouts, such as contact cuts between the various layers.

(CONTACT V POLY ( PT 3 4)) makes a metal-to-poly contact which is

vertically oriented and is centered at point (3,4).

We can combine pieces of layout by instantiating each piece separately. We can then make compound
cells by giving a name to a program which instantiates all of its pieces. The cell can be parameterized by means

of arguments to the procedure which generates it. The following layout procedure creates a depletion-mode

pullup of a given width and length. It encapsulates knowledge of the design rules by referring to globally

declared process parameters.

(deflayout general -pul 1 up (length width)
(boxes (diff width) (pt -1) (+Y (+ length 2)))
(boxes (poly (+ (* 2 *poly-overhang*) width)) (pt 0) (+Y length))
(call (butting-contact))
(boxes (implant (+ (* 2 * imp! ant-overhang*) width))

(pt (- *implant-overhang*))
(+Y (+ length (* 2 *impl ant-overhang*))

) ))

A compound cell can be instantiated as part of a larger structure by invoking its name. The instance

created by a call to a compound cell can be translated, rotated and reflected to place it appropriately in the

larger structure (cf. CIF in [VI .SI Systems]). For example, we could get a pullup where we want it by writing:
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^"^ (call (general-pullup 8 ?.) (rot 1) (trans (pt 24 35)))

hach object can be given a local symbolic name relative to the larger structure of which it is a part. These
names can be referred to by means of path s which describe the sequence of local names from the. root of tire

structure [tvfultics]. These symbolic names, which are attached to the coordinate systems of cells, are useful for

describing operations to be done when creating artwork without explicitly writing the numerical values of the

operands. For example, if we wish to place a driver cell at the end of a register, so that its control outputs

align with (and connect to) the control inputs of the first cell of die register column (think of the rows of the

register array as bit-slices and the columns as the individual registers), wc can call the driver cell generator to

get an instance of the driver. Wc then can align the newly called out instance so that the appropriate points are

coincident. We also can inherit names from substructure to make new local names.

(set-the 'exp-driver (call (regcel 1 -driver)))
(align (the exp-driver)

(the-pt end phl-to ph2-driver exp-driver)
(the-pt to-type-exp array))

(set-the 'to-type-exp (the-pt start sig to-driver exp-driver))
(set-the ' from-exp (the-pt start sig from-driver exp-dr iver)

)

(A form (the-pt . . . ) is a path-name: "the point which is the end of the phi-- to of the ph2-
driver of the exp-dr iver (of me)".)

Virtual instances of cells can be made. These do not actually create artwork but they can be interrogated

for information about the properties of the virtual artwork, such as the relative position of a particular bus

metal or the horizontal pitch. In the following fragment pull up-pai r is made to be the local name of a
/"">» virtual instance of the pull up-pai r cell. This is then used to extract parameters to control the elaboration of

pull up-gnd so that it is compatible with the pull up-pai r cell and can be abutted with it.

( cief 1 a.yout pulliip-gnd (gnd-width)
(set-the' v-pitch -10)

(set-the' pullup-pair
(invoke* (pullup-pair gnd-width)))

(set-the' vdd

(wire (metal 4) (pt (the-x end vdd pullup-pair) 0) (Y -10)))
(set-the' vdd2

(wire (metal 4)

(pt (the-x end vdd pullup-pair) -5)

(X (the-x vdd2 pullup-pair))))
(set-the' gnd

(wire (metal gnd-width)
(pt (the-x end gnd pullup-pair) 0)

(Y -10)))
(boxes (metal 4) (pt (the-x end gnd) -5) (X (the h-p itch pullup-pair))))

The layout language system is intended to be part of an interactive environment in which designs are

developed by combining incremental modifications to and adaptions of existing fragments of design. Thus the

layout procedures arc not just a file transducer which takes an input design and cranks out artwork. The layout

procedures produce a data-base which describes the artwork to be constructed. The output artwork is just one

way of printing out some aspects of this data base. Other information contained in' the data base is the user's

conception of the structure of the artifact he is constructing. He has mnemonic names by which he refers to
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f*\ parts of his design. This data base can be interrogated by the user to help him examine his design, to annotate it,

and to help hitn produce incremental changes when debugging is necessary.

SCHEME-79 Interface Description

The SCHEME chip interfaces to the external world through a 32 bit bi-directional data bus {chip-bus)

that is used for specifying addresses, reading and writing heap memory, referencing I/O devices, reading

interrupt vectors, and accessing the internal microcode state during debugging. On any cycle where the

chip is not performing an explicit transfer over the chip-bus it outputs whatever is on the register array's

internal data bus. Besides the chip-bus and power connections, there are also pins for control inputs (phi

,

ph2, freeze, read-s cato , load-state, and interrupt-request) and outputs (ale, read,
write, cdr, read-interrupt, and GC-needed). Figure 7 is the logic symbol for the SCHEME-79
chip.
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Figure 7. Chip Logic Symbol

The chip is driven by a two-phase non-overlapping clock supplied externally on the phi and ph2 pins.

During the ph 1 phase, the chip performs the data manipulations specified by die current microcode state and

computes the new microcode state specified by the MICRO and NANO PLAs. If the chip is outputting onto the

chip-bus, the data will become valid by the end oC phi. If external data is being read it should be valid soon

after the beginning of ph 1 so that any microcode branch that tests the read data will have had time to propagate

through both of the PLAs. During ph2 the chip transitions to the new state and the control outputs change

accordingly.

The control signal freeze causes the chip to inhibit any state change. It must be stable during phi. When
asserted, it inhibits the f rom-x and to-x controls in the register array, and causes the two state machines to

refetch their current state. The control outputs are not specifically disabled, so the external interface should

ignore them during cycles that are frozen.

A reference to heap memory normally consists of two cycles: First, the chip sources the 24-bit node

address on the low-order bits of the chip-bus and asserts addrcss-latch-cnable (ale). Then a following cycle

asserts either read or write to access the node, simultaneously specifying which half (CAR or CDR) of die
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node with the cdr signal. For memories that arc slower than, the chip, the external memory control should

assert freeze until the cycle where the memory can complete the memory operation. A timing diagram for a

typical read cycle is shown in Figure 8, Figure 9 shows a double write cycle (changing both the CAR pointer

and the CDR pointer of the LISP node pointed at by the address latched by the al e).
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Figure 9. Double write cycle (with 2nd cycle frozen)
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f\ I/O devices are mapped into a high part of the node space that is never reached by the allocation/collection

mechanism. They arc accessed by CAR
, CDR, and RPLACx operations on sel f -eval ua ting •immediate

quantities (numbers) that point to the I/O locations. To be useful, the chip interface sliould'suppiy data with

valid and consistent data types to read references. Resides the norma! sort of I/O devices, other pseudo-

memory locations are assumed to exist that provide those primitive functions not implemented internal to the

SCHEME-79 processor, such as fixed and floating point arithmetic.

Interrupts

The SCHEMfi-79 chip provides a simple facility for interrupting user processes. At points where interrupts

can occur, lire microcode examines the external input interrupt-request. If it is true, an interrupt-point

is created which encapsulates the state of the current process, and a road- interrupt cycle is performed to

obtain an address from the interrupting device. The CAR of this address should be a user procedure of one

argument (the interrupt-point) which will handle the interrupt. We assume some external I/O locations that

control interrupt priority level and rc-cnabling of the interrupt system.

Interestingly, in our system garbage collections are initiated as if they were external I/O interrupts. This

allows the user to provide a GC-kandler function that can be invoked whenever a garbage collection is called

for, a convenient system feature. During all CONS operations, the on-chip nano-codc checks (lie allocation

pointer (*r,ewcell*) against the limit register (*memt op*). If these registers are equal, a flip-flop is set that

appears externally on the GC-needed pin. The external interrupt interface is expected to turn this around as

an interrupt request and provide the appropriate vector when the read- interrupt is given. The interrupt-

point passed to the GC-handler serves as both the continuation of the interrupted process and also as the root

if\ ,. from which the garbage collector marks. GC interrupts can occur during user interrapt sequences, but they

ought not in turn be interrupted. The S-codc primitive operation mark clears the internal GC-necdcd flip-flop

and performs a garbage collection.

Debugging

Three control lines give us the ability to initialize the chip microcode state, and indirectly let us examine

from and deposit into the internal data registers. For these functions to work, the chip must be stopped with

freeze asserted. Load -state sets the microcode state number from 9 bits of the chip-bus (bits 23,22,30-

24). Read-state will read out the current MICRO state onto the same bits. Then, for instance, the chip can

be single stepped by lowering freeze for one cycle, and the internal data observed on the chip-bus. There are

special sequences in the microcode that have been provided just for scanning in and out the internal registers,

so that that a 1 oad-state to the right state followed by single-stepping the chip will accomplish an examine

or deposit from the "switches".

Boot-load sequence

The SCI1EME-79 chip requires some assistance when cold starting after power-up. We assume that

memory has been initialized to the following contents:

CAR CDR

0: NIL NIL'S property Fist ;has OBARRAY

tr\
1: initial *MEMT0P*
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(O The bootload sequence starts at MTCROstate 111 II 1110, and as the first, thing, loads the internal

*memtop* from the CAR of location 1, and then docs a read-interrupt to get an interrupt vector which

designates a cell whose CAR has the initial (and sole) procedure to be executed. (This may be a read- eval-print

loop for example.)

History

This project started with the (painful) hand layout of a prototype interpreter chip by Steele [SCHEME
Chip 0] [SCHEME Chip 1] as part, of the 1978 MIT class project chip. The prototype differs from our current

design in several ways. It used a separate set of registers for the storage allocator process and the evaluator

process while our new design shares the same set of registers between the processes. Although this saves space

(by time multiplexing) it. precludes the use of a concurrent garbage collector algorithm. The prototype chip was

fabricated but it was never tested because a fatal artwork error was discovered (through a microscope!).

We started the design for the SCHEME-79 chip at die MIT Al "Lab on (or about) 18 June 1979. The
first task was to construct the microcode we wanted the machine to interpret. We adapted a previous ex-

perimental implementation of the SCHEME language (written in LISP) for the PDP-10, by defining a storage

representation and adding a garbage collector. We studied the microcode to determine what architecture would

be effective for its implementation. The next step was to create a layout language so that we could write proce-

dures that would build the chip artwork. This was followed by (he simultaneous construction of a compiler

of the microcode to the PLA implementation, and the layout of the register array. Complete, preliminary

r
:

implementations of the main structures of the chip were ready in our database by 8 July 1979.

At this point we went to XEROX Palo A1to Research. Center (SSL) to use their automated draftsman

program [ICARUS] to assemble and interconnect these pieces. This was the hardest part of the job. It took

almost two weeks to do this. During this time we had much support and encouragement from Lynn Conway
and the XEROX staff. The first completely assembled version of the SCHEME-79 chip was completed at 0600

PDT on 19 July 1979. At this point the implementation was considered done except for errors to be discovered.

Some of the errors were discovered by the sharp eyes of people at XEROX and MIT. Wc had an 8x10

foot check plot with features of approximately 1/10 inch. Within a few weeks wc had discovered and corrected

about 10 design rule violations or artwork errors, and also 2 non-fatal logic ougs. At this point, a program

was written by Clark Baker that extracted an electrical description (in terms of nodes and transistors) from our

- artwork. This discovered an implausible circuit fragment which, when investigated, turned out to be an extra

power pad superimposed on one of the data pads! This electrical description was then simulated with a program

written by Chris Tcrman (based upon an earlier program developed by Randy Bryant fMOSSIM[). Before we
were done, the simulator helped find 5 additional serious logic errors, a rare PEA compiler bug, an invisible

(1/8 minimum feature size) error introduced in the artwork conversion process, and an extraneous piece of

polysilicon that had appeared magically during the repair of previous errors. The final simulations checked out

a complete garbage collection and the evaluation of a trivial (450 microstep) user program. This experience

indicates that efficient tools for checking both the physical and logical design are essential.

The chip went out for fabrication as part of the MPC79 Multi-University Multiprojcct Chip-Set compiled

by the LSI Systems Area, of the System Science Laboratory, of the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center on 4

December 1979. Using a process with a minimum line width of 5 microns (EAMBDA = 2.5 microns) theel
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^S SCHEME-79 chip was 5926 microns wide and 7548 microns long, for a total area of 44.73 square millimeters.

The masks were made by Micro Mask, Inc. and the wafers were fabricated by Hewlett-Packard's Integrated

Circuit ['recessing Laboratory.

Wc received 4 chips bonded into packages on 9 January 1980. By that time Howard Cannon had designed

and fabricated a board to interface the SCIIHiVlH-79 chip to the MIT LISP Machine. This was a substantia!

project which included an interface to allow our chip to access LISP Machine memory. The interface board

contains a map for chip addresses to LISP Machine memory addresses, a programmable clock to allow the LISP
Machine to vary the durations of the clock phases and the interphase spaces, debugging apparatus to allow

the LISP Machine to set and read the state and internal registers of the chip, circuitry for allowing the LISP
Machine to interrupt the SCHEME chip, circuitry to allow the LISP Machine to single-step the chip, and an

interface from chip bus protocols to LISP Machine "bus protocols. This interface project materially contributed

to the success of the SCHEME-79 chip project by allowing us to begin to test the chip almost instantly on
receipt.

The first chip we unpacked had a visible fatal flaw in the metal layer. The second one v/e tried could load

and read state but would not run. The third chip seems to work! It has successfully run programs, garbage

collected memory, and accepted interrupt requests. We have found two (non fatal) design errors which had

escaped our previous simulation and testing. One is a subtle bug in the garbage-collector microcode which

could cause rare disasters, but which will never be a problem in actual programs likely to be run by the chip.

Another is a race condition in the logic associated with the pad which is used by the chip to signal the need for

an interrupt to collect garbage. Luckily, this function is redundant and can be assumed by the interface.

^%

f\

Performance of the SCIIEME-79 Chip

The main goal of the design of the SCHEME-79 chip was to have a project that would provide us with

experience in VLSI design and to force us to test our ideas about design methodology and tools. Many
simplifications were made to allow us to complete a design within a short time. (The entire project, including

prototype tool building and chip synthesis, was completed in 5 weeks.) In every instance where there was a

tradeoff between performance and simplicity, wc opted for simplicity. But it is still interesting to consider what

some of those tradeoffs were, and what could be done to improve the performance of a machine based upon
this design.

Although wc cannot definitively characterize the performance of the SCHEME-79 chip, because wc have

not had enough experience yet with working parts, wc can estimate the performance. Wc will try to identify

the critical determiners of this performance and offer suggestions for future modifications which will improve it.

There arc three areas which independently limit the performance of our machine. The algorithms embodied by

the chip arc not optimal. There arc architectural improvements that can reduce the number of machine cycles

per step in the interpreter. And there are electrical performance limits in our design.

For the sake of uniformity, the Interpreter on the chip uses the heap memory system for all of its data

structures, including the interpreter's stack. Since usually the interpreter stock is not retained from subexpres-

sion evaluation to subexpression evaluation (although it can be retained if an interrupt occurs or the user

creates a control point) it is not usually necessary that the stack be allocated from heap memory. In fact, most

implementations of LISP use a linear stack structure. This is more efficient because the garbage ceils resulting
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/"*% from evaluating a subexpression are reclaimed explicitly rather than through garbage collection. There is also

a factor of two more pointers needed to represent the stack stored in the heap than in the linear case (this

would not be true if the SCHEMR-79 machine used cdr-coded list structure [CDR Coding]). This becomes the

dominant source of garbage produced by execution of a program, and is thus the dominant cost of execution.

Specifically, we have estimated by examining fragments of the microcode for the interpreter that we allo-

cate a heap cell for every 10 cycles of computation. The cost of allocating this cell is broken into two parts:

approximately 8 cycles are required to perform the allocation, and, under the assumption that one half of the

heap is reclaimed per garbage collection, 35 cycles are required to reclaim each cell. This, of course, implies

that the current machine will spend 80% of the time in the storage allocator. The garbage collector itself

has respectable performance. Assuming a i MHz clock (which is what preliminary measurements seem to

indicate is the speed of the current part), collection of a 1 megabyte heap (128K LTSP nodes) takes less than

6 seconds. Approximately a third of the total time is spent in each of the mark, sweep, and relocate phases of

the garbage collection. It would be difficult to make a significant impact on the performance of the machine by

improving the process of garbage collection. Obviously, we must reduce the amount of garbage generated in tire

interpretation process.

There are several ways to attack this problem. One way is to make the evaluator use a more traditional

stack structure. This can only be done at the cost of increasing complexity in many parts of the system. For

example, there would have to be a mechanism for allocating non-list structures in memory. The garbage collec-

tor would need to treat these structures specially, and would also have to be able to mark from pointers stored

in the stack. Also, a linear stack regime makes retention of control environments very complicated [Spaghetti].

Specifically, this impacts user features concerned with multiprocessing such as interrupts and non-local catch

jf*\ points.

Richard Stallman has observed that one can make stack out of list nodes, as we do, but by allocating it

from a separate region, the stack v/ill usually be a linear sequence of cells. Thus, if we can be sure that there

are no pointers to the current stack region, pops can be done by just moving the stack pointer as in a traditional

machine. If, however, the control environment is to be retained, we cannot just deallocate linearly, but rather

we must defer to the garbage collector as usual. Since it is only the construction of retained control environ-

ments which makes the stack non-linear, and since these retained control environments arc only constructed at

known times by cither the user or the interrupt system, it is possible to know just which control environments

arc to be retained. Stallman suggests having a movable base register which points to the base of the linear (not

retained) portion of the stack. When the stack is retained, the base register is just moved up to the stack pointer.

When the stack is popped, it may be deallocated unless the pointer is below the base register. Assuming that

such retained control environments are rare by comparison to the usual uses of the stack, one can usually treat

most of the stack as a linear array, getting most of the efficiency of norma! stack operations on conventional

machines.

A more speculative approach for improving the performance of our interpreter is to optimize the use

of the stack by exploiting the observation that the stack discipline has regularities which make many of the

stack operations redundant. In die calk/saves convention (which is what the SCHEME-79 chip implements)

the only reason why a register is pushed onto the stack is to protect its contents from being destroyed by the

unpredictable uses of the register during the recursive evaluation of a subexpression. Therefore one source

of redundant stack operations is that a register is saved even though the evaluation of die subexpression may
not affect the contents of that register. If we could look ahead in time we could determine whether or not
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f\ the register will retain Its contents through the unknown evaluation. This is one standard kind of optimization

done by compilers, but even a compiler cannot optimize all cases because the execution path of a program

depends in general on the data being processed. However, instead of looking ahead, we can try to make the

stack mechanism lazy in that it postpones pushing a register until its contents are about to be destroyed. The key

idea is that each register has a state which indicates whether its contents are valuable. If such a valuable register

is about to be assigned, it is at that moment pushed. In order to make this system work, each register which may
be pushed has its own stack so that we can decouple the stack disciplines for each of the registers. Each register-

stick combination can be thought of as having a state which encodes some of the history of previous operations.

It is organized as a finite-state automaton which mediates between operation requests and the internal registers

and stack. This automaton serves as an on-thc-fly peephole optimizer, which recognizes certain patterns of

operations within a small window in time and transforms them so as to reduce the actual number of stack

operations performed. We have investigated this strategy [Dream] and we believe that it can be implemented

in hardware easily and will substantially improve the performance of the algorithm. In pilot studies, we have

determined that this technique can save 3 out of every 4 stack allocations in the operation of the interpreter.

Another way of building prescience into tire machine language is to include S-codc instructions (type

fields) that encapsulate those special cases of argument evaluation or sequencing which are trivial and do not

require thai the interpreter save state. This would reduce the stack usage and also result in a more compact S-

codc and shorter S-codc execution sequences. For example, evaluation of trivial expressions containing only

variables, constants, or applications of primitive operators to trivial expressions does not require saving of state.

But the augmented instruction set would considerably expand the size of the on-chip microcode.

*m^ Other tradeoffs were made in the architecture of the chip. For example, we chose to make our register

array have a single bus. This forced the microcode to serialize many register transfer operations which logically

could have been done in parallel. A more powerful bus structure would result in a significant/speed up. We
also decided to use simple register cells rather than buffered registers. This means that a register cannot be

read and written at the same time. This is not usually a problem because on a single bus machine it is not

useful to read out and load the same register. But it does cause increment and decrement operations to take

two microcycles rather than one microcycle. This is significant because it is in the innermost loop of the local

variable lookup routine. Decrementing the frame and displacement field take twice as long as is really neces-

sary. Finally, we could have used more registers for intermediate values to be stored. In several cases, having

an extra intermediate would result in fewer register shuffles and CONScs to get something done. For example,

having special argument registers for holding the arguments for primitive one- and two-argument functions

could make a serious dent in the storage allocated in argument evaluation and hence ultimately in time taken

to garbage collect. This optimization may be combined with our stack optimizer strategy (mentioned above), tn

fact, the entire argument about stack optimization may be thought of as an architectural issue, because of the

simple implementation of our peephole optimizing automata in hardware.

We also made significant tradeoffs in the electrical characteristics of the SCHF,MG-79 chip. The bus is

not precharged. The PLAs arc ratio logic, not switched. There is no on-chip clock generator. There arc many
long runs which were made on poly and diffusion which should have been made on metal. Some buffers are

insufficient to effectively drive the long lines to which they arc connected. We also used a selector design with

implanted pass transistors which is an exceptionally slow circuit. We feel that careful redesign of some of die

circuitry on the chip would greatly improve the performance.
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^•^ Wc include the actual measured performance of our chip on a sample program. Wc calculated the

values of Fibonacci numbers by the doubly recursive method. (This explodes exponentially; computing each

Fibonacci number takes ±±^ times the time it takes to compute the previous one.) This is an excellent test

program because it thoroughly exercises most of the mechanisms of the interpreter. Additionally, sums were

computed using Peano arithmetic, which is the only arithmetic available on. the chip. The program is as follows:

(DEFINE (+ X Y)

(COND ((ZEROP X) Y)

(T (+ (1- X) (1+ Y)))))
(DEFINE (FIS X)

(COND ((ZEROP X) 0) ; If 0, result is 0.

((ZEROP (1- X)) 1) ;If 1, result is 1.

(T (+ (FIB (1- X)) (FIB ("I- (1- X)))))))

We computed (fib 20 . )
= 6765 . with two different memory loadings, with a clock period of 1595

nanoseconds (not the top speed for the chip), and a memory of 32K LISP cells. Tf the memory was substan-

tially empty (so that garbage collection was maximally efficient) the SCHEME-79 chip took about 1' minute to

execute the program. With memory half full of live structure (a typical load for a LISP system) the SCHEME-
79 chip took about 3 minutes.

We also compared this performance with that of our standard MACLISP interpreter on the same program

running on the DEC KA10 and with a SCHEME interpreter written in MACLISP. LISP did not garbage collect

during this operation, but it took about 3.6 minutes. The MACLISP SCHEME interpreter (with unknown
memory loading) took about 9 minutes with about 10% of the time spent in the garbage collector.

/"">,
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f"\ Appendix • The SCHEME-79 Microcode

^"""y

In. this appendix wc present a complete listing of the microcode for the SCHnME-79 chip. In this listing,

symbols surrounded by single asterisks (e.g. *n i 1
i!i

) arc names or aliases of machine registers. Symbols begin-

ning with ampersand (&) are the names of hardware operations. The S-code (macro) opcodes are (some of) the

data types. These are given specific numerical values. When a DITTYPE is used to define the microcode that is

used when that type is executed, I usually place a comment showing how that data type is expected to be used

in a piece of S-code. Some data types are pointer types (meaning that the garbage collector must mark the thing

pointed at by the address part) and others arc immediate data (hence terminal to the garbage collector). The
foiowing arc the data types with prcassigned numerical values:

(defscliip ** pointer- types**
se If -evalua ting- pointer 0)

symbol 1)

global 2)

set-global 3)

conditional 4)

procedure 5)

first-argument 6)

next-argument 7)

last-argument 10)

apply-no-args 11)

apply-1-arg 12)

primi tive-apply-1 13)

primitive-apply-2 14)

sequence 15)

spread-argument 16)

closure 17)

get-control -point 20)
control -point 21)

interrupt-point 22)

self-evaluating-pointer-1 23)
self-evaluating-pointer-2 24)
sel f-evaluating-poi nter-3 25)
sel f-evaluating-pointer-4 26)

)

(defschi

(TN.

i **non-pointer-types**
sel f-eval uating-i mined i ate 100)
local 101)

tail-local 102)
set-local 103)
set-tail-local 104)
set-only-tail-local 105)
primitive-car 106)
primi tive-cdr 107)
primitive-cons 110)
primitive-rplaca 111)
primitive-rplacd 112)
primitive-eq 113)
primitive-type? 114)
primi tive-typel 115)
gc-special -type 116)

;Built-in operators

Jever appears except during gc
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/"*«i (self-evaluating-immediate-l 117)
(self-evaluating-imniediata-2 120)
(self-evaluat iiig-immediate~3 121)
(self-evaluating-immsdiate-4 122)
(mark 123)
(done 124)

(primitive-fiddl 125)
(primitive-subl 126)
(prirni tivo-zerop 127)
(primitive-displacement-addl 130)
(primitive -not -atom 131)
(boot-load 778)

;
micro -address forced by RESET

(process-interrupt 777) jmicro-address forced by EXT INT RQ

))

Pointer data is indicated by the 100 bit being off in the data type,

(clofschip **pointer** 100) ; 100 bit means non-pointer.

Next wc find the definitions of the registers. The following registers are used by EVAL: *val*.
*exp*, *args*, *di splay*, *stack*. In addition, *newce11* contains the pointer to the beginning

of free storage. It is changed by CONSing or saving something on the stack. Whenever *newcell* is

changed, it is compared with *memtop* which contains the (user set) memory limit. When these are equal

an interrupt is signalled, setting the one bit register *gc-needed* - indicating need for garbage-collection.

*Nil* is a dummy register, it cannot be set, and its value is nil. The garbage collector uses the following

registers: *stack-top*. *node-pointer* ,
*1 oader* are used by the GC mark phase only. *5can-

fs^ up* *scan-down* and *memtop* are used by the GC sweep phase. *Re1-tem-l* , *ral -tem-2* are

temporaries used in GC relocate phase only. * Intermediate-argument* is used by microcode compiler

for storing anonymous temporaries and * rotpc-coun t-mark* is used in increment operations to store inter-

mediate values because our registers are not dual rank. It is also used for storing microcode return addresses

for use in microcode subroutines. There is overlap in the use of the registers, for example, *scan-up* is the

*newce'i "1 * pointer when in EVAL. Thus the above names are really aliases for the real underlying physical

registers. The mapping is made below:

(defschip **machine-registers**
'((*ni1*)
(memtop*)
(*newce1 1*)

(scan-up* *newcell*)
(*exp*)
(scan-down* *exp*)
(*val*)
(*rel-tem-2* *val*)
(stack-top* *val*)
(*args*)

(leader* *args*)
(*rel-tem-l* *args*)
(display*)
(node-pointer* *display*)
(stack*)
(retpc-count-mark*)
(intermediate- argument*)))
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^""•^
,

Each physical register has certain capabilities which arc controlled by particular control wires which go

into it. Thus the to-displacement wire on the *exp* register will, if raised, allow the displacement field

of the register to be set from the corresponding field of the bus. The registers also develop certain conditions

which arc reflected by the states of sense wires. So, for example, the type = bus wire coming out of the *va1 *

register indicates if the type field of the register is equal to the corresponding field on the bus. The following

expressions define the control lines and sense wires on (he registers.

(defreg *exp* (to-type to-displacement to- frame from f rom-decremeiited) ())

(defrog *newce11* (to-type to-address from f rom-incremented) (address=bus))

(defreg *va1*

(to-type to-address from)

(type=bus address=bus =bus)) ;=bus is AMD of type, address=bus

(defreg *retpc-count~mark* (to-type to-address from) ())

(defreg *stack* (to~type to-address from) ())

(defreg *memtop* (to from) ())

(defreg *args* (to from) ())

(defreg *display* (to from) ())

(defreg "intermediate-argument* (to from) ())

_^ (defrog *ni1* (from) ())

Additionally, the bus is sensitive to several conditions:

(defreg bus

() (mark-bit type-not-pointer frame=0 displ acement=0 address=0))

A register has two basic operations which can be done to it. Its contents can be fetched, and its contents

can be assigned from some source. In addition, for the LISP simulator we define two additional operations

which are used for stacks:

(defmacro save (quantity)

(assign *stack* (&cons .quantity (fetch *stack*))))

(defmacro restore (register)

(progn (assign .register (&car (fetch *stack*)))
(assign *stack* (&cdr (fetch *stack*)))))

At this point we begin to look at the microcode proper. Boot-load is the place where the chip is initial-

ized to run. The first thing it docs is initialize the memory limit register and then it picks up (as an interrupt

address) a pointer to the expression to begin executing. It stashes this away in the stack and goes off to MARK
to get memory organized and set up a reasonable value for *scan-up* ( *newcell * ). The (micro) return

address is stored as the type of the stack pointer. Thus all micro return addresses must be pointer types -

something die compiler must know about!
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0**%^ (dsftype boot-load
(assign *sc?.n-up* (fetch *ni"I*))

(&increment-scan-up)
;
to location 1

(assign *memt.op* (&car (fetch *scan-up*)))
(assign *scan-up* (fetch *memtop*))
(assign *stack* (&gst-interrupt-r-outine-po1nter) ) ; from pads
(&set-type *stack* boot-load -return)
(go-to mark))

(defreturn boot-load-return
(assign *exp'» (&car (fetch *stack*)))
(assign *stack* (fetch *nil*))
(&set-type *stack* done)
(dispatch-on -exp-al lowing- interrupts))

When [here is nothing more to do the machine halts.

(deftype done

(go-to dons))

The next section of the microcode is the SCIIEME-79 chip storage allocator and garbage collector. Mark
is the garbage-collector entry point. It is a user function with no arguments which returns NIL when it is done.

We use the Deutsch-Schon-Waite mark algorithm. There are 3 registers containing pointer data: *stack-
top* , *node-poi ntsr* ,

*1 eaclar*. A datum may be a pointer or a terminal datum; this may be tested

by ^pointer? Objects have 2 data parts which can fit a pointer - the CAR and CDR. These are accessed

by &car and &cdr functions of the pointer to the object.. They are clobbered by &rplaca and &rplacd

/~\ functions of a pointer to the object and the replacement datum. Objects also have two mark bits, the in-

uss and car- trace-in-progress bit. The in-uso bit is stored in the CAR of the node and the car-
trace -i n-progress bit is stored in the CDR of the node. They are accessed by Sin-use? and &car-
being-traced? of a pointer to the object. They arc set and cleared by &mark-in-use!, &mark-car-
being-traced!, &mark-car-trace-over ! and &unmark! of the pointer to the object. In addition,

any &rplaca or &rpla'cd operation will clear the associated mark bit. This requires the introduction of

&rp iaca-and-mark! to change the CAR pointer while setting the fn-use bit.

(deftype mark ;MARK{?)

(&rp!aca (fetch »nil') (fetch "stack' 1-))

(assign "node-pointer* (fetch * n i 1 *
)

)

(assign *stack-top* (fetch *nil*))
(&set-type *stack-top* gc-special -type)
(go-to mark-node))

(defpc mark-node
(assign *leader* (&car (fetch *node-pointer*)))
(cond ((and (&pointer? (fetch *leader*))

(not (&in-use? (fetch *leader*))))
(&mark-car-being-traced! (fetch *node-pointer*))
(&rplaca-and-markl (fetch *node-pointer*) (fetch *stack-top*))
(go-to down-trace))

(t

(&mark-in-use! (fetch *node-pointer*) )

(go-to trace-cdr))))

S~\ ...
.
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/•^ (defpc down-trace
(assign *stack-top* (fetch *node-pointer*))
(assign "node-pointer* (fetch 'Header")}
(go-to mark-node))

(defpc trace-cdr
(assign "leader* (&cdr (fetch ""node-pointer*)))
(cond ((and (&pointor? (fetch "leader")) (not (&in-use7 (fetch "leader*))))

(&rpl acd (fetch *node-pointer*) (fetch *stack-top*))
(go-to down-trace))

(t (go-to up-trace))))

(defpc up-trace
(cond ((&=type? (fetch *stack-top*) gc-special-type)

(go-to sweep))

(t (assign "leader* (fetch *stack-top*)
)

(cond ((&car-being-traced? (fetch "leader"))
(&mark-car-trace-over! (fetch *leader*))
(assign stack-top* (&car (fetch *leader*)))
(&rplaca-and-markl (fetch "leader")

(fetch "node-pointer"))
(assign "node-pointer* (fetch "leader*))
(go-to trace-cdr))

(t (assign *stack-top* (&cdr (fetch "leader*)))
(&rplacd (fetch "leader*) (fetch *node-pointer*))
(assign "node-pointer* (fetch "leader*))
(go-to up-trace))))))

-^^^ 'Hie sweep algorithm for this garbage collector is the simple two finger compacting method. The two

"fingers" arc: *scan-up* and *scan-down*. Remember, *scan-up* is the newcell register for ;ons.

Thus, because mark does not disturb it, initially, *scan-up* points at the hist successfully completed cons.

(defpc sweep
(^increment -scan -up)
(assign *scan-down* (fetch *scan-up*)) ; initial ization
(assign "scan-up* (fetch *nil*)) ;make address =

(&set-type *scan-up* gc-special-type)
(&cl ear-gc-needed)
(go-to scan-down-f or-thing))

(defpc scan-down-for-thing
(&decrement -scan -down)
(cond ((&scan-up=scan-down?) (go-to relocate-poin ters)

)

((&in-use? (fetch "scan-down")) (go-to scan-up-for-hole)
)

(t (go-to scan-down-for-thing))))

(defpc scan-up-for-hole
(cond ((&in-use? (fetch *scan-up*))

(&increment-scan-up)
(cond ((&scan-up=scan-down?) (go-to relocate-pointers))

(t (go-to scan-up-for-hole))))
(t (go-to swap-thing-and-hole) )))

The following code is rather tricky. The last rpl aca operation performs several important operations at

once. Since the type of *scan-up* is gc-special-type, the cell pointed at by *scan-down* (which is

above the eventual *scan-up* and thus will be' free storage) is marked as a "broken heart" pointing at where
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its contents has gone. This will be looked at later by the relocation phase. This frcc-cell-to-be is also unmarked
by this operation.

(defpc swap-tlring-and-hole

(&rplaca-and-markl (fetch *scan-up*) (Scar (fetch *scan-down*)))
(&rp1acd (fetch Tcan-up*) (&cdr (fetch *scan-down*)))
(&rplaca (fetch "scan-down*) (fetch *scan-up*)>
(go~to scan-down-for-thing))

The relocation phase now adjusts ali live pointers which point at object which have been moved, leaving

behind broken hearts. At the entry to relocate-pointers, *scan-up* = *scan-down* and they point

at Lite highest occupied location in memory. *Scan-up* is left there to become the future *nowcei 1 * and

*s can -down * is used to count down until we get to the bottom ofmemory.

(defpc relocate-pointers

(assign Tel -tem-1* (&car (fetch *scan-down*)))
(cond ((&pointer? (fetch Tel-tem-1*))

(assign Tel-tem-2* (&car (fetch Tel-tem-1*)))
(cond ((&-=type? (fetch *rel-tem-2*) gc-spec i at -type)

(&set-type *rel -tem-2* (fetch *rel-tem-l*))
(Srplaca (fetch *scan-dov/n*

)
(fetch Tel -tem-2*) )))) )

(assign Tel-tem-1* (&cdr (fetch *scan~down*)
)

)

(cond ((Spointer? (fetch Tel-tem-1*))
(assign Tel-tem-2* (&car (fetch Tel-tem-1*)))
(cond ({&=type? (fetch Tel-tem-2*) gc-speci aTtypo)

(&set-type Tel -tarn-2* (fetch Tel-tem-1*))
(&rplacd (fetch *scan-down*) (fetch Tel-tem-2*))))))

(&unmarkl (fetch *scan-down*)
)

(cond ((&scan-down=0?)

(&set-type *scan-up* sel f-eval uating-poin ter)

(assign "stack* (&car (fetch *nil*))) ;might have been relocated
(&rp1aca (fetch *nil*) (fetch Til*))
(assign *val* (fetch Til*))
(di spatch-on-s tack))

(t (&decrement-scan-down)

(go-to relocate-pointers))))

Congratulations, you have just survived the garbage collector! We now proceed to examine the evaluator

proper. The first part of the evaluator is the stuff for dealing with variable references. The opcodes which take

a lexical-address as their data field decode that field into a frame number and a displacement number in the

*exp* register. Lexical access of local variables uses lookup-exp to get a locative to the value. The CAR of

the locative is the value cell for that variable. Micro-ca 1 1 is a microcode macro operation which stashes the

(micro code) return address specified by its second argument in the type field of *retpc-coun t-mark* and

then goes to the micro-code address specified by its first argument. Micro- re turn is used to dispatch on this

saved type field.

(deftype local ;L0CAL(lexica1 -address)

(micro-call lookup-exp local-return))

j^^^
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^"\ (defpc local-return
'"(ass'ign """*val* (&car (fetch *displ ay*)
(dispatch-on-stack))

Tail local variables give SCHEME an I.SUBR option. That is, a procedure may be passed"the list'of

evaluated arguments as the value of a variable rather than having an explicit local variable for each value

passed. For example: in (("lambda x (foo x)) 1 2 3), x is a tail variable which is bound to the list (

1

2 3). additionally, this is extended to give the power of rest variables as follows: in (lambda (x y . z)

---) x and y are bound to the first two arguments white i is a tail variable which is bound to the remaining

arguments.

(deftype tail-local ;TAIL-LOCAL(lexical-addrass)
(micro-call lookup-exp tai 1 -local -no turn)

)

(defpc tail -local -return
(assign val* (fetch '"display*))

(dispatch-on-stack))

Global variables are stored in the value cell of a symbol. The value cell is assumed to be in the CAR of

the symbol. The CDR may be used for other purposes (such as property lists). Thus die global type may be

thought of as an alias for CAR.

(deftype global ;GLOBAL(symbol)
(assign *val* ;global-value=&car

(&global -value (fetch *exp*)))
(dispatch-on-stack))

j^*S

/*%.

The following stuff is for assignment to variables. These t: ics arc to be used as part of a sequence whose

previous entry develops a value in * val * which will be the value stuffed into tire variable's value locative.

(deftype set-local ;SET-LOCAL<lexical -address)
(micro-call lookup-exp set-local -return)

)

(defpc set-local -return
(&rplaca (fetch "display*) (fetch *val*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype set-tail-local ;SET-TAIL-L0CAL(lexica1 -address)
(micro-call lookup-exp set-tai 1 -local -return)

)

(defpc set-tail-local -return
(&rplacd (fetch *display*) (fetch *val*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

The following is a tricky little critter. It is needed because if we have a tail only variable (e.g. ( 1 atnbda x—
) ) we need to be able to get at the header of the sublist of the display referred to by the tail variable.

(deftype set-only-tail -local ; SET-0NLY-TAIL-L0CAL{1 ex ical -address)
(if (&frame=0?)

(progn (Srplaca (fetch *display*) (fetch *val*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(progn (assign *disp1ay* (&cdr (fetch *disp1ay*)))
(&decrement-frame)
(go-to set-only-tail-local))))
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;&set-g lobal -valua = &rplaea
(deftype set-global ;SET-GL0ESAL(symbo1)

(&set-g lobal -value (fetch *exp*) (fetch *val*))
(dispatch-on-s tack))

(defpc lookup-exp

(if (Sframs=07)

(progn (assign *display* (&car (fetch ^display*)))
(go-to count-displ acomen t)

)

(progn (&decrement-f rame)
(assign "display* (&cdr (fetch *displsy*)))
(go-to lookup-exp)) ))

(defpc count-displacement
(if (&disp1ace,nent = 0?)

(micro- return)

(progn (&decrement-ilispl acement)
(assign "display* (&cdr (fetch *disp1ay*)))
(go -to count-displ acament) )))

Next come all of the various types of self-evaluating data. There are two different classes - pointer data and

immediate data, A symbol is pointer data. We provide several unspecified varieties of such self-evaluating data

for die user to assign to things like fixed numbers and floating numbers.

(deftype sel f-eval uating-mmediata ;SELF-EVALUATIMG-IMMEDIATE(f rob)

(assign *val* (fetch *exp*))
(d i spat ch -on -stack))

(deftypa sel f-eva'l ua't ing-irnmediate-1 ; SELF- EVALUATIflG-IMMtDIATE-l<f rob)

(assign *va1* (fetch *exp*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(doftype s9lf-evalLiating-immediat8-2 ;SELF-EVALUATTMG-TMMEDIATE-2(f rob)

(assign *val* (fetch *exp*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype sel f -aval uating-immediata-3 ; SELF-EVALUATING -IMMEDIATE -3(f rob)

(assign *val* (fetch *exp*))

(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype sel f-eval uating-immediate-4 ;SELF-EVALUATING-IMMEDTATE-4(frob)
(assign *val* (fetch *axp*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftypa symbol ;SYMB0L(f rob)

(assign *val* (fetch *exp*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype sel f-eval uating-po inter ; SELF -EVALUATING-POINTER(f rob)

(assign *val* (fetch *exp*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype sel f-eval uating-pointer-1 ;SELF-EVALUATING-POINTER-l(f rob)

(assign *val* (fetch *exp*))
(dispatch-on-stack))
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^m^ (deftype self-eval uating -poin ter-2 ;SELF-EVALUATING-P0IMTER-2(frob)
(assign *val* (fetch *exp*))

(dispatch-on- stack))

(deftype self -evalua Ling-pointer-- 3 ; SELF -EVALUATING-P0IMTER-3'(f rob)
(assign *val* (fetch *exp*))

(dispatch -on-stack))

(deftype sel f-evaluating-pointer-4 ;SELF~EVALUATTNG-P0IMTER--4<f rob)

(assign *val* (fetch *exp*)}

(dispatch-on- stack))

A lambda expression in the original SCHEME code turns into a procedure in the S-code. When
executed, a procedure constructs and returns a closure. Procedures may be documented with a

description of the original variable names and the context they were compiled in (perhaps even a direct pointer

to the source code) thus providing for debugging tools.

(deftype procedure ;PROCEDURE((script . documentation))
(assign *val* (Scons (fetch *exp*) (fetch *display*)))
(&set™type *va1* closure)

(dispatch-on-stack))

An if expression in the SCHEME source code turns into a sequence which evaluates the predicate part

of the if and then falls into a conditional to choose between the consequent and alternative expressions on

the basis of the value of the *val * register.

/""N

/"*\

(deftype conditional ;C'ONDn"IO'NAL((consequent . alternative))
(if (&eq-va1 (fetch Til*))

(assign *exp* (&cdr (fetch *exp*)))

(assign *exp* (&car (fetch *exp*))))

(dispatch-o n -exp-al lov/ing- interrupts))

The following macro definition defines a common sequence in the rest of die microcode. This sequence

will be the standard way to attack a compound expression. The (micro) return address is stashed in Tetpc-
count-mark* so that it can be used as the type of a stack cell. The top of the stack had better be standard-
return which knows how to undo this mess.

(defmicromacro save-cdr-and-eval-car (return-tag)

(progn (&set-type Tetpc-count-mark* , return-tag)

(go-to standard-eval )))

(defpc standard-eval

(save (fetch *display*))

(&set-type *stack* (fetch Tetpc-count-mark*))
(save (&cdr (fetch *exp*)))

(&sat-type *stack* standard-return)

(assign *exp* (&car (fetch *exp*)))

(dispatch -on-exp-al lowing- interrupts))
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jT^ (defrwturn standard-return
(restore *exp*)
(assign *retpc-count-mark* (fetch *stack*))
(restore '"display*)

(dispatch (fetch Vetpc-count-mark*)))

The sequence construct is very important in the S-code language. Not only is it used to Implement

PROGN but also, it is used to develop values in the *va1 * register to be used by later parts of the sequence

such as conditionals or variable assignors.

(deftype sequence ;SEQUENCF.<(9xpression . rest))
(assign *va1* (fetch *ni 1 *) ) ; for gc

(save-cdr-and-eval-car sequence-return))

(defraturn sequence-return
(dispatch-on-exp-al lowing- interrupts))

Control points are used to implement (he general "catch tags" used in constructing non-standard control

structures. It is useful for error exits, and multiprocess sorts of work. It is only to be used with extreme

caution since it is easy to screw oneself with constructs such as this which violate the expression structure of the

language.

(deftype gst-control -point ;GET-C0NTR0L-P0INT(( variable-setter . rest))
(assign *val* (&cons (fetch *stack*) (fetch "nil*)))
(&set-type *val* control -point)
(save-cdr-and-eval-car sequence-return))

^^ To evaluate a form with more than one argument one starts with a pointer of type f i rst-argument
r which is used to initialize the *args* register which will be m,ed lo accumulate the arguments. The evaluation

of the first argument is to be continued with an evaluation of each successive next argument until the last

argument is encountered which should fall into the execution of the body of the procedure being called.

(deftype first-argument
; PIRST-ARGUMENT{(argl . rest))

(save-cdr-and-eval-car first-argument-return))

(defreturn f

i

rst-argument-return
(assign *args* (&cons (fetch *val*) (fetch "nil*)))
(save (fetch *args*))
(dispatch-on-exp-al 1 owing- interrupts))

Next argument just accumulates the value of an argument and continues the evaluation of the form.

(deftype next-argument ;NEXT-ARGUMENT((arg . rest))
(save (fetch *args*))
(save-cdr-and-eval-car next- argument-re turn))

(defreturn next -argument- re turn
(restore *args*)
(Srplacd (fetch *args*) (&cons (fetch *val*) (fetch *nil*)))
(assign *args* (&cdr (fetch *args*)))
(dispatch-on-exp-al lowing- interrupts))

Finally we get to the evaluation of the last argument. At this time the continuation is an expression which

should evaluate to a closure which is to be applied.
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/"V..... (deftype last-argument ;LAST-ARGUMF.'NT((arg . fun))
(savo (f-nch *args*))

(save-cdr-and-oval -car 1 ast-argument-return)
)

(defreturn 1 ast-argument-return
(restore *args*)

(Srplacd (fetch *args*)

(&cons (fetch *val*) (fetch *nil»)))
(eval-exp-popj-to internal-apply))

; Amazing! Where did retpc go?

Procedures with zero or one argument are handled specially for efficiency reasons.

(deftype apply-1-arg ;APPtY-l-ARG<(arg . fn))

(save-cdr-and-eval-car apply-1-arg-return))

(defreturn apply-1-arg-return
(assign *args* (Scons (fetch *vat*) (fetch *nil*)))
(save (fetch *args*))

(eval-exp-popj-to internal -apply))

(deftype apply-no-args ; APPtY-NO-ARGS(( f n . ?))
(assign *exp* (&car (fetch *exp*)))
(save (fetch *ni!*)) ;ugh! need a place for retpc.
(eval-exp-popj-to internal-apply))

A

/***%,

Spread argument is apply . It evaluates an argument, takes it as the set of arguments to be passed to the

procedure specified by the continuation.

(deftype spread-argument ;SPREAD-ARGUMENT((arg . fun))

(save-cdr-and-eval-car spread-argument- return))

(defreturn spread-argument- ret urn

(save (fetch *val*))
(eval -exp-popj-to internal -apply))

(defreturn internal -apply [function is in *val*
(restore *args*)

(assign *exp* (fetch *val*))
(dispatch -on-exp-allowing-i n tsrrupts))

Every user procedure is a closure . The closures are produced by evaluating procedures. A closure

has a script which is the body of the procedure to be executed and a display which is the environment which

the closure was manufactured in. Notice that there two CAR operations required to get the actual body of the

procedure. This is necessary to bypass the documentation packaged in the procedure definition.

(deftype closure ;CLOSURE((script . display))
(assign *display*

(&cons (fetch *args*) (&cdr (fetch *exp*))))
(assign *exp* (&car (&car (fetch *exp*))))
(dispatch-on-exp-allowing-interrupts))

When a control point (non-standard continuation) is executed it is interpreted as a procedure with one

argument which returns that argument to the constructor of the control point.
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/*\ (deftype control -point ;C0NTR0L-P0INT(state)
(assign *val* (&car (fetch »args*)))
(assign *st.ack* (&car (fetch *exp*)))
(dispatch on -s Lack))

An interrupt point is similar to a control point except that the *di splay* and *va'l * registers must be

restored.

(deftype interrupt-point ; INTERRUPT~POIMT{state}
(assign *stack* (fetch *axp*))
(restore *val*)
(restore *display*)
(go-to res tore-exp-args-dispatch)

)

(deftype primit i vs-apply-1 ; PRIMITIVE-APPLY-l((arg . prirnop))
(save (&cdr (fetch *exp*)))
(assign *exp* (&car (fetch *sxp*)))
(aval -exp-popj-to pr im itive -apply-:!- return) )

(defreturn primitive- apply-l-rstunn
(restore *exp*)
( d i sp at ch-on-exp-all owing- interrupts))

The primitive operators included on the SCHEME-79 chip arc implemented in the following microcode.

(deftype primi ti va-car ;PKIMITIVE-CAR(?)
(assign *val* (&car (fetch *va"!*)})
(dispatch -on -stack)

)

(doftype primitivo-cdr
; PRIMITIVE-CDR(?)

f^S (assign *val* (&cdr (fetch *val*)))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype primitive-type? ;PRIMITIVE-TYPE?(?)
(assign *exp* (fetch *va1*))
(assign *va1* (fetch *ni1*))
(&set--type *va1* (fetch *exp*)) ;build prototype.

(dispatch-on-stack))

;PRIMITIVE-NOT-ATOM(?)
(deftype primi tive-not-atom

(if (&pointar? (fetch *val*))
(progn (assign *val* (fetch *nil*))

(&set-type *val* sel f -eval uating-immed iate)) ;T

(assign *va1* (fetch *nil*)))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype primitive-zerop ; PRIMITIVE-ZER0P{7)
(if (&val=07)

(progn (assign *val* (fetch *nil*))
(&set-type *val* sel f-eval uating-immediate)) ;T

(assign *val* (fetch *ni'l*)))

(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype primi tive-subl ;PRIMITIVE-SUB1{7)
(assign *scan-down* (fetch *val*))
(&decrement-scan-down-to-val)
(dispatch-on-stack)

)
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0\ (deftype primi tiva-addl ;PRIMITIVE-ADDT{?)
(assign *exp* (fetch *scan-up*))
(assign *scan-up* (fetch *val*))

(& increment-scan -up- to- val
)

(assign *scan-up* (fetch *exp*))
(dispatch-on-stack)

}

(deftype primitive-displacement-addl ; PRIMITIVE •DI5PLACEME?JT-ADD1(?)
(assign *exp* (fetch *nil*})
(Sdocrement-frame) ;make -1 in frame part
(&val -dispi acement-to-exp-d ispl acement)
(assign *args* (fetch *scan-up*))
(assign *scan-up* (fetch *exp*))
(&increment-scan-up)
(assign ,:, oxp* (fetch *scan-up*))
(&val -f r ame - to- exp~ frame)
(assign *vai* (fetch *exp*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

Thus cons = list*.

(deftype primi ti ve-apply-2 ;PRIMITIVE-APPLY-2((arg . primop))
(save (fetch *args*))
(save (&cdr (fetch *exp*)))
(assign *exp* (&car (fetch *exp*)))
(eval-exp-popj-to restore-exp-args- dispatch))

^^^ (clefroturn restoro-exp-args-dispatch
p\ (restore *exp*)

(restore *args*)
(dispatch-on-exp- allowing- interrupts))

(deftype primitive-cons ; PRIMITIVE -C0NS(?)
(&rplacd (fetch *args*) (fetch *vai*))
(restore *val*)

(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype primitive-eq
; PRIMITIVE-EQ(T)

(restore *args*)
(assign *args* (&ct.r (fetch *args*)))
(if (&eq-vai (fetch *args*))

(progn (assign *val* (fetch *ni1*))
(&set-type *val* self-evaluat ing-immediate)) ;T

(assign *val* (fetch *nil*)))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype primi tive-rplaca ;PRIMITIVE-RPLACA(?)
(restore *args*)
(assign *val* (&rplaca (&car (fetch *args*)) (fetch *val*)))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(deftype primitive-rplacd ;PRIMITIVE-RPLACD(?)
(restore *args*)
(assign *va1* (&rplacd (&car (fetch *args*)) (fetch *val+)))
(dispatch-on-stack))
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(deftype primitive-type! ;PRIMITIVE-TYPEI(?)
(restore * a r g s *

)

(assign *exp* *va'l*)

(assign *val* (&car (fetch *args*)))
(&set-type *val* (fetch *exp*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

When an interrupt is requested and the machine is allowing interrupts, the microcode continues from the

following place:

(deftype process-interrupt
(save (fetch *args*))
(save (fetch *oxp*))
(save (fetch ''display*))
(save (fetch *vaT»))
(&set-typa *stack* interrupt-point)
(assign *args* (fetch *stack*))
(assign *exp* (&car (&get~interrupt-routi ne-pointer))) ; f rom pads
(dispatch-on-exp-al lowing-interrupts)

)

The following routines are used to let the user get at the internal storage allocator registers (GOD help

him!).

(defpc get-memtop
(assign *va"l* (fetch *momtop*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(defpc set-memtop
(assign "memtop* (fetch *va1*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(defpc get-scan-up
(assign *va1* (fetch *scan-up*))
(dispatch-on-stack))

(defpc set-scan-up
(assign *scan-up* (fetch *va1*))
(&set-type *scan-up* salf-evaluating-pointer)
(dispatch-on-stack))

The following code is put in for debugging purposes. By setting die state f the machine to the appropriate

value we can read out or set any of die internal machine registers.

(defpc debug-routine
(&write-to-pads (fetch *exp*))
(&write-to-pads (fetch *val*))
(&write-to-pads (fetch *args*))
(&wri te-to-pads (fetch *dispiay*))
(&write-to--pads (fetch *stack*))
(&write-to-pads (fetch *newce11*))
(&write-to-pads (fetch *memtop*))
(&write-to-pads (fetch *retpc-coun t-mark*

)

)

(&wpite-to-pads (fetch *intermediate-argument*))
(&read-from~pads *exp*)
(&read-f rom-pads *val*)
(&read-from-pads *args*)
(&read-from-pads *display*)

(T\

f~S
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Ov (&read-f rom-pads
(&read-f rom-pads
(&read-f rom-pads
(&read--f rom-pads
(&read-fron-pads
(go-to debug-routine))

*stack"')

newcell*)
*memtop*)
Tetpc-count-mark*)
intermediate-argument*

jf***}'
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